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Abstract. A frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar front-end module is
developed as a laboratory prototype of NECTEC, NSTDA. The performance of proposed
prototype is verified by the reflection test of aluminum plates in outdoor environment. The
frequency domain data from a spectrum analyzer was measured at every 20 meters of the
distance between the front-end prototype and the aluminum plate until the maximum
distance of 200 meters is reached. The calculation of the beat frequencies at different range
of reflecting aluminum plates is presented. The maximum error between measured and
calculated distances does not exceed 5.02 percent. The effect of different radar cross section
(RCS) of reflecting objects of 0.3, 0.8 and 1.5 m2 plate area are analyzed. The low value of
different received power ratio per one squared meter unit area of 0.66 percent is obtained
to prove the consistency of reflected power level over the different size of object under test.
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1. Introduction

measured frequency difference (Δf) is also proportional to
the range value.

In Thailand, the automobile for the future, the digital
industry, and the aviation & logistics are considered as scurve industries in the vision of fourth industrial
revolution [1]. One of the key technologies that can play
an important role in these industries is the Radio
Detection and Ranging (RADAR) sensor technology
which is important for surveying, searching, detecting, and
tracking applications. For instance, RADAR technologies
are applied in applications such as through wall RADAR
(Ultra Wideband 3-10 GHz) [2], indoor localization
RADAR [3], Earth imaging RADAR via satellite [4] and
collision avoidance RADAR for automotive vehicle (WBand 76-81 GHz [5-6] or K-Band 18-25 GHz [7]. Due to
the high cost of these high frequency RADAR prototypes,
the frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
RADAR operated in lower frequency band (X-Band 8-12
GHz) can be an alternative for collision avoidance system
in ground transportation. In this work, we investigated on
the calculated beat frequencies at different ranges of
reflecting object. The beat frequency is the difference
value between transmitted frequency and received
frequency that is used to attain the range and velocity
information [8-9]. The results showed that the calculated
beat frequencies have slightly difference from simulated
values. The maximum detectable range of 200 meters is
achieved from the outdoor field test.

2. FMCW RADAR System
Frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
radar is a well-established technique published by Strauch
in 1976 [10-11]. The technique was initially used for
operating FMCW radars at low transmitting frequencies.
There are many advantages of FMCW RADAR over the
pulsed RADAR in terms of higher range accuracy and
safety from the absence of pulse radiation with high peak
power. In FMCW RADAR system, a transmitted signal is
processed by frequency modulation to continuously
increase the transmitted signal frequency until the
frequency reach the highest level. Then the signal
frequency drops to the starting frequency for the next
iteration of frequency increment. At the same time, the
analysis of received signal’s frequency is performed in each
iteration.
In this technique, a signal is transmitted while the
transmitter increases its frequency periodically. When an
echo signal is received, the receiver determines the change
of frequency as it gets a delay (Δt) like the technique of
pulse RADAR. The representation of frequency
modulation is shown in Fig. 1 where the red line
represents the transmitted signal and green line represents
received signal. When the reflecting object is approaching
or departing the RADAR system, the doppler frequency
(fd) occurs as positive or negative value, respectively.
If the increment of the transmitted frequency is
linearly related with the time, the range between RADAR
and the reflecting object can be calculated by Eq. (1). The
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where
𝑐0 = Velocity of light in free space (3x108 m/sec)
∆𝑡 = Time delay
∆𝑓 = Measured frequency difference
𝑅 = Distance between antenna and reflecting object
𝑑𝑓/𝑑𝑡= Frequency shift per unit of time

Fig. 1. Transmitted Signal (red solid line) and Received
Fig.
1. (blue
Transmitted
Signal
solid line)
and Received
Signal
dash line)
with(red
frequency
sweeping
[11].
Signal (blue dash line) with frequency sweeping [11]
The different value between transmitted and received
signals can be called as beat frequency (fb). The beat
frequency is an important parameter to calculate the
distance between RADAR and the reflecting object. The
FMCW RADAR range equation is shown in Eq. (2).

𝑅=
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(2)

where
c = Velocity of Light in Free Space (3x108 m/sec)
Ts = Period of Sawtooth signal for controlling RF Signal
Synthesizer (sec)
B = Bandwidth of RF Signal Synthesizer (Hz)
fb = Difference between transmitted and received signals
or Beat frequency (Hz)

3. FMCW X-Band Front-end Module
This section provides details of FMCW X-Band
frontend module that can be implemented as a subsystem
of FMCW RADAR system. The X-Band frequencies are
good candidate for the detection of normal size object
such as cars, motorcycles, humans and UAVs. The
frontend module was developed from common off the
shelf development boards. The specification and
capabilities of the system are summarized in Table 1. The
operating frequencies of 9.4-9.7 GHz are selected by the
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limitation of X-Band synthesizer as it can only response to
the 4 V to 9 V frequency modulated waveform with
maximum chirp sampling frequency of 267 Hz. The
minimum received power of -100 dBm is estimated from
the detectable capability of the handheld spectrum
analyzer.
Table 1. Specification of X-Band FMCW RADAR
Frontend Module.
Parameters

Description/Value

RADAR Type
Frequency Range
Pout of Frontend
Tx Antenna Gain
Rx Antenna Gain
Minimum Pr

FMCW
9.4-9.7 GHz
0.25 W
100 (20 dBi)
39.81 (16 dBi)
-100 dBm

140
160
180
200

26.59
15.59
9.73
6.39

-45.753
-48.072
-50.118
-51.948

3.2. Front-end Module Diagram
The X-band frequency front-end module diagram and
its top view image of the actual implementation are shown
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The evaluated system consists of a
Sawtooth waveform generator, X-band frequency
synthesizer, power amplifier, RF power splitter, mixer, low
noise amplifier (LNA), antennas and handheld spectrum
analyzer. The measured data from the spectrum analyzer
is exported to calculate the distance of aluminum plate in
MATLAB [14] software.

3.1. Radar Range and Power Equations
In order to estimate the required sensitivity of the
receiver of the system setup, some parameters such as
operating frequencies, output power, antennas gain and
RADAR cross section (RCS) are analyzed by using
RADAR maximum range given by Eq. (3) and maximum
RCS of a flat conducting plate with the width of w and the
height of h given by Eq. (4), respectively [12].
4 𝑃𝑡 𝐺𝑡 𝐺𝑟 λ2 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥
(4𝜋)3 𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = √
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

4𝜋𝑤 2ℎ2
λ𝟐

(3)
(4)

By substitution of parameter values from Table 1. into
Eq. (3) and (4), the calculated maximum range of the
detection is approximately 3450 meters. The calculated
maximum RCS of 1.5×1.0 m2 aluminum plate by equation
(4) is approximately 27759 m2 from assumed values of
Prmin of -100 dBm and 9.4 GHz of frequency.
The different ranges of object under test from the
radar system and the calculated received power
required for the radar system detection are listed in Table
1.1. The minimum received power can be calculated by
substituting Rmax with the different ranges (R) of the radar
system field test. The approximated RCS (σ) of 20000 m2
of aluminum plate size of 1.5×1.0 m2 is also calculated
from the reference RCS value of 32 m2 by measuring
aluminum plate size of 0.3×0.2 m2 [13].
Table 1.1. Comparison of range and minimum received
power.
Range (m)

Pr (nW)

Pr (dBm)

40
60
80
100
120

3991
788.8
249.43
102.17
49.27

-23.989
-31.03
-36.03
-39.907
-43.074

Fig. 2. Diagram of X-Band front-end module.

Attenuator

Fig. 3. X-Band front-end module for FMCW Radar.
3.3. X-Band RADAR Frontend Components
In this section, the components of X-Band Frontend
module is presented. The function generator model GFG8210A from GWINSTEK is shown in Fig. 4. It is used to
generate the input sawtooth signal for the RADAR system
in which it sweeps its output voltage between 4 volts and
9 volts with the frequency of 267 Hz as shown in Fig. 5.
This generated waveform is fed to drive the X-Band
Frequency Synthesizer in the second stage.
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Fig. 4. Arbitrary Function Generator.
Fig. 7. Output power result of X-Band Frequency
Synthesizer.

Fig. 5. Time Domain waveform of Sawtooth Signal at
frequency of 267 Hz used to control X-Band Frequency
Synthesizer

In the transmission part as shown in Fig. 2, a 24-dB
gain X-Band power amplifier circuit with operating
bandwidth of 6-12 GHz is used in the FMCW RADAR
system. The amplifier circuit which is based on Qorvo’s
TGA2598-SM [16], which is a broadband driver amplifier,
is shown the Fig. 8. Note that the circuit board is mounted
on a copper heat sink. The output signal of the amplifier
at the position of splitter output port before transmit
antenna is captured by the spectrum analyzer with an
average level of 22.8 dBm is shown in Fig. 9. This signal is
then forwarded to the RF power splitter and then to the
transmitted antenna.

Fig. 8. TGA2598 X-Band Frequency Power Amplifier.
Fig. 6. X-Band Frequency Synthesizer.
Figure 6 shows the X-Band frequency Synthesizer
based on Analog Devices’ HMC769LP6CE [15], which
internally consists of Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO)
and fractional-N Phase Lock Loop (PLL) for generation
of X-Band signal. The average output power level of this
synthesizer is approximately 10 dBm as captured by the
spectrum analyzer in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Spectral power in frequency domain of X-band
power amplifier circuit.
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RF Power Splitter which is designed by the principle
of Wilkinson Power Divider [17] on the RO4350B twolayer PCB [18] as shown in Fig. 10. The power splitter
plays an important role in FMCW RADAR system as it
divides the transmitted signal into two parts: one that is
forwarded to antenna and another that is fed to the Local
Oscillator (LO) port of an RF Mixer as the reference
signal.

Port 2

Port 3

Port 1

Fig. 10. RF Power Splitter.

Fig. 12. Spectral power in frequency domain of
transmitted signal from RF splitter to RF Mixer.
On the receiving side of the FMCW RADAR system,
the reflected signal is detected by the receiving antenna
and is amplified by a low noise amplifier (LNA) as
depicted in Fig. 2 and 3. The low noise amplifier (LNA)
has 25 dB small signal gain with lower than 2 dB noise
figure. This LNA is based on Qorvo’s 7-14 GHz
QPA2609 evaluation circuit [19]. It is used to amplify the
received X-Band signal. The LNA, as shown in Fig. 13,
extends the operating distance of RADAR system by
amplifying the reflected signal level from a distance object
(aluminum plate in this case). The received signal of the
FMCW RADAR system must be higher than the noise
floor level or readable above the noise floor in the
spectrum analyzer scale in order to analyze the
performance of the frontend circuits.

Fig. 11. RF Power Splitter S-parameters Measurement.
In the signal multiplication process between LO signal
and received signal (reflected RADAR signal) of the RF
mixer on the receiving part of the FMCW RADAR
frontend in the diagram of Fig. 2, the intermediate
frequency (IF) signal is used for the distance calculation of
detected object. Note that the IF signal is the output of
the RF mixer. This signal is then captured by the spectrum
analyzer for the data analysis. Due to the loss of each cable
approximated to -2 dB connected between circuits and
forward transmission loss of RF power splitter of -5 dB as
shown in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows a measurement of the
divided signal that came out from the RF splitter to LO
port of the RF mixer. The average level of this signal is
approximately 15 dBm.

Fig. 13. X-Band Low Noise Power Amplifier.

Fig. 14. RF signal I-Q mixer.
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The power RF mixer model of HMC1056LP4BE,
which is an GaAs MMIC I/Q mixer for 8-12GHz, from
Analog Devices [20] is shown in Fig. 14. This type of I-Q
mixer has an advantage over the conventional Heterodyne
mixer. In Heterodyne mixer, the output mixed signal can
be equaled to zero if the phase difference between real part
and imaginary part of mixed signal is 90 degree. For the IQ mixer, both real and imaginary parts of signal can be
synthesized without this problem.
In order to detect the reflected signal that is lower
than -90 dBm, the receiver must have high sensitivity. In
this work, the FieldFox N9914A handheld spectrum
analyzer is used for detecting the received signal. The
PE9856/SF-20 Pasternack model pyramidal horn antenna
with 20-dBi gain and 16.5 degree of beam width angle is
used as the transmitted antenna [21]. The 3160-07 ETSLindgren model with 16-dBi gain and 26 degree of beam
width angle is used as received antenna [22].
Fig. 16. Field test of X-Band front-end prototype.

4. Result Discussion

Fig. 15. Transmitted Antenna of PE9856/SF-20
Pasternack model (Blue) and Received Antenna of 316007 ETS-Lindgren (Red).

Table 2. Comparison of range and beat frequencies from
measurement and calculation.

3.4. Field Test of Prototype
The field test of the proposed FMCW RADAR frontend module is verified at a pavement of an area within the
National Science and Technology Development Agency
(NSTDA) as shown in Fig. 15. and Fig. 16. An aluminum
plate is used as object under test which can reflect the
FMCW RADAR signal. There are three sizes of the
aluminum plates used in our experiment: 0.3 m2, 0.8
m2and 1.5 m2. The distance was varied from 40 to 200
meters with an increment of 20 meters.
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The spectrum analyzer displays the IF frequency
response as shown in Fig. 17 when the object is at distance
of 100 meters from the frontend system. By using the cliff
top point search algorithm with measured data in
MATLAB program, the detected IF-freqeuncy is about
146.63 kHz. The max-hold function of spectrum analyzer
is used to capture the result. From the result analysis, we
observed that the position of the beat frequency is at the
maximum level near the cliff of the graph. The positions
of fb at two other testing distances (120 and 140 meters)
are also shown in the same pattern as shown in Fig. 18.
The resultant frequency domain curves from
spectrum analyzer are exported into MATLAB in order to
search for the position of fb by optimization algorithm.
Then, the optimized value of fb is determined for each
testing range.

Range (m)
(Measure)

Range (m)
(Calculate)

fb (kHz)
(Measure)

fb (kHz)
(Calculate)

40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200

42.26
59.59
81.79
102.087
121.91
145.85
168.03
180.22
207.19

57.44
86.16
114.88
143.60
172.32
201.04
229.76
258.48
287.20

60.83
85.57
117.45
146.63
175.065
209.45
241.3
258.79
297.54
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Fig. 17. Received IF-Frequency Signal for the testing object at distance of 100 meters.

Fig. 18. Comparison of Received IF-Frequency Signal for the testing object at distance of 80 meters, 120 meters and
160 meters.
The calculated results of ranges and beat frequencies
are summarized in Table 2. The maximum range of 200
meters can be achieved for our proposed FMCW RADAR
system. The data of theoretical ranges and beat
frequencies are compared with the calculated data. The
actual range is measured by the measuring wheel tool. The
theoretical beat frequency is determined by equation (2)
with the physical parameters of the frontend system. The
calculated ranges and beat frequencies are determined
from the optimized value of fb on each spectral curve in
MATLAB. The optimized value of the beat frequencies
can be determined with the error lower than 5.02 percent.
The error comes from the delay and heating effect during
the operation of each subsystem such as the active

transistor device in the power amplifier and LNA. From
Table 2, the maximum error distance is about 13.25 meters
at testing distance of 160 meters. When the testing
distance is increased, the distance error did not change
significantly which leads to the lower percentage error
ratio.
Three different sizes of reflecting aluminum plates are
used to measure the reflection capability based on the
received power level measured by the spectrum analyzer.
The received power level for each size of plate at different
distance is shown in Table 3. We can notice that the largest
size of the plate yielded the highest received power level.
The received power is proportional to the radar cross
section (RCS) area of the object. The average difference
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value of received power for four distances between
medium-to-small and large-to-medium plates are -5.26 dB
(0.2979) and -3.8275 dB (0.4142), respectively. These
values can be converted to power ratio per 1 m2 unit of
different area as 0.5957 and 0.5918, respectively. This is
shown the consistency of relationship between the area of
object under test and reflected signal level.
Table 3. Comparison of range and reflected signal
strength in unit of dBm of different sizes of reflecting
object.
Range (m)
(Measure)

Small
(0.3 m2)

Medium
(0.8 m2)

Large
(1.5 m2)

100
120
140
160

-69.5
-61.61
-72.37
-69.89

-65.29
-58.83
-67.79
-66.16

-60.31
-53.49
-62.31
-60.91

5. Conclusion

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

The X-Band FMCW RADAR frontend proposed in
this paper can detect the object up to 200 meters of
distance with lower than 5.02 percent error. The
performance of the system can be further improved by
increasing the receiving gain of the LNA circuits both for
the X-Band and the IF-Band frequencies. Then the lower
RCS object also can be detected at farther range. The field
test of reflected power level ratio and plate size is
presented. The difference values of ratio for each pair of
object under test is lower than 0.66 percent.
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